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*Standard practice is to sedate critically ill
patients needing intubation and
mechanical ventilation.

*Many memories have been shown that*Many memories have been shown that
the daily interruption of sedation
reduce the severity of post traumtic
stress disorder and several
complications-ventilator .



the duration of 
mechanical ventilation 
could be reduce with a could be reduce with a 

protocol of no sedation?



Outcomes:
*the number of days without 

mechanical ventilation in 28-day 
period

*the length of stay in the care unit *the length of stay in the care unit 
and in hospital

*the occurrences of complications



*2 criters of inclusions:
- age>18
- patients need more than 24h of ventilation

* criters of exclusions:
- increased PIC 
- patient needed sedation: convulsions..- patient needed sedation: convulsions..
- Fio2<40% and Peep<5
- No cerebral contact
- Relatives refuse to consent..





2 groupes:

*intervention group: no sedation
*contol group:    sedation*contol group:    sedation

the 2 groups are comparables





*both groups receive iv morphine in bolus
doses: no difference of doses.

*the sedation of contol group:
- infusion of Propofol (20 mg/ML)
titrated to reach a Ramsay score 3-4
with daily interruption and neurologicwith daily interruption and neurologic
testing, after 48 h, we change it with
Midazolam1mg/ml
*the indication of morphine is patient
discomfort: pain



Results:

1-no sedation reduce the number of 
days without ventilation.days without ventilation.

2-no sedation reduce the length of 
stay in the intensive care unit and in 
hospital



*no difference in the occurrences
of accidental extubation, the need
for TDM cérébral, or ventilator-
associated pneumonia.

*agitated delirium was more
frequent in the intervention group





Kaplan-Meier of length of stay in the intensive care unit and 
number at risk from admissions to 28 days



Kaplan-Meier plot of length of stay in hospital and number 
at risk from admission to 90 days



LIMITS:

*several ill patients were included who 
dependent on mechanical ventilation dependent on mechanical ventilation 
for more 2 weeks

*the use of Midazolam could increase 
the duration of mechanical ventilation



*we should follow-up the intervention 
group 1 year to detect deliriums 

*the ratio nurse/patient=1/1

*it is a single-center study
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